In Communicating With Me
By Anna Von Reitz

You know, folks, I told everyone a long time ago that I am utterly overwhelmed
with the international affairs end of things and with trying to get the State
Assemblies up and fully functional and running and the Continental Marshals
trained and launched and the Peacekeeping Task Force, and the banking system
and the legal issues and, and, and.
Okay? I do not have time to hand-hold individuals or get engaged in individual
court cases. There simply isn't enough time in an average day to get a lunch
break and a few hours of sleep, and there is no time left for me to fight the rest of
the battle for you.
I have to keep my nose to the grindstone and hold the fort in international
jurisdiction and you all have to hold the fort back home on the land and soil.
Over the past year we have made huge gains and strides forward in terms of
gaining recognition and organizing the Assemblies and solving many problems
that stood in the way of effective functioning. We've overcome attacks from
without and within. We've developed more and more effective means of dealing
with the existing courts. We've had research breakthroughs that have greatly
helped our efforts. Lots of new people have come forward and brought their
insights and skills to bear. We've developed wonderful new teaching tools, State
Credentials, and two independent recording systems.
To say that we've had our hands full would be a gross understatement.
There is now plenty of information on the latest defenses for everything from
mortgage foreclosures to custody battles to traffic citations posted on our
websites. The new Court Set-Off Demand Letter for the Head Court Clerks can be
easily adapted for use against Banks (sent to their CEOs) and other corporations.
The new Federation Criminal Incident Report and the standard uscourts.gov forms
A091 or A0442 are available to file in The United States District Courts for Your
State for damage claims.

You have got everything you need but a backbone to defend yourself from attacks
in the Municipal COURTS and you have everything that you need to claim
damages and redress for trespasses.
The best advice for dealing with the foreign courts is to KEEP IT SIMPLE.
Just tell them flat out, in writing preferably, that you are an American and you
stand under the Public Law ---not the Statutory Law--- and now that your State
Assembly is in Session, there are no grounds for them to presume anything else.
You have no ability to pay anything, because there is no money in circulation and
there hasn't been any for decades.
If you live in one of the Western States be sure to add that as of October 1, 2020,
all the western states have been officially enrolled as States of the Union.
If you've got a pesky Defense Attorney, start asking them if you have full
disclosure? Just keep asking that one question. Ask the Judge. Ask the Prosecutor.
They can't answer, because you don't have full disclosure.
They can't answer and they can't proceed, either.
If anyone tries to force you into a vaccination, look them in the eye and say, "I'm
allergic to the serum." That's the exemption already provided. Use it.
You have to gird up and go for it yourselves, learn the logic of your situation, and
act accordingly.
More and more judges and lawyers are waking up and learning the facts and as
they do, they are covering their own butts and showing a lot more
"understanding" and respect. That's a good thing. Some are just crooks getting in
their last licks. That's a bad thing.
Like that proverbial box of chocolates, you never know what you are going to get,
but if you use questions against them and keep everything very, very simple --you will win.
We continue to post updates and new insights and progress reports and to
develop forms, procedures and evidence to help you---- but there is no way for me
or The Living Law Firm to do it for you.
Please respect my absolutely mammoth workload.
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